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Introductory texts on the participating artists
 

John Armleder
With their combination of "high culture" and banal objects of everyday reality, John Armleder's works are an ironical
comment on the increasing aestheticisation of everyday life. Among other things, Armleder works with aesthetic
phenomena that do not really occur, or are even disapproved of, in the luxury business of art – with its ambition of
controlling aesthetic discourses – thus undermining existing codes of our image worlds. His works confound "good taste"
and go against those concepts that have eroded down to a mainstream in the "contemporary art" segment. Armleder
presents the partially paradoxical links between the objects in his works with an ease that betrays a distinct closeness to
Dada and Fluxus. From the beginning, Armleder has operated at the interface between art and service, pop and high
culture, with his combinations of high and low he also formulates the possibility of comprehending art as a re-evaluation
of cultural values.

Olaf Breuning
In the work of Olaf Breuning we see a phantasmatic world of images unfold, that feeds on everyday media and popular
culture such as cinema, television, advertising, fashion magazines and music videos. Making use of carnivalesque
methods, his works also oppose the economisations of the body that are aimed at its social "exploitation" and
"standardisation". His "Home2" (2007, 30 min.) film on show at the exhibition resembles a parade, highlighting the
showcased body and its materiality, the body as a place of psychological conditions and socio-cultural and geopolitical
inscriptions. Breuning investigates the body as a cultural, disciplined construct, albeit by subjecting it to distortion,
alienation and disfigurement. Breuning works in his stage-like settings, that are characteristic of both his films and his
photographs, with gestures that are regarded as non-representative in an achievement-oriented society: with gestures of
collapse and with gestures of uncontrolled rebellion. In Breuning's depiction, the presentation of everyday life begins to
show deep cracks, with the monstrous and bizarre, the uncanny making its way to the surface. This causes Breuning's
tableau-like pictures to appear as gloomy emotional landscapes and the figures as sculptures of a neurotic condition.

Swetlana Heger
Swetlana Heger's artistic work is set in the field of tension between art and everyday aesthetics; in her interventionist
practice she combines aspects of the trivial and the sacred (and of high culture) with each other, uncovering new links.
Be it design, fashion or architecture – by means of selective shifts of context she removes the often purely aesthetic,
commercial foil of reference from the things and objects that she partly photographs, thus achieving a re-politicisation of
previously purely aesthetic discourses.
Her "Ornamental Remix #1–7" series can be seen in this context. It consists of black-and-white photos of the interior of
a Gothic church that she visited in the Czech Republic. Only on closer inspection do we notice that the ornamental
elements are all made of human bones. This "recycling process" puts the found material – the bone finds – in a new
context of meaning as decoration. In her work, Heger translates the historical interior decor of the Gothic church in a



renewed remix into modern pictures in which the human skull and other remains become contemporary fetishes, as are
being constantly produced by western industries. What once was sacred becomes a commodity once and for all.

Piotr Uklański 
The fact that photography itself plays a key role in the production of a surface aesthetic that boosts the production of our
wishes, but which of course must remain pure projection, is one theme of Piotr Uklański's work: "I like to work with
something that seems totally empty. I was interested in images killed by the interpretations. Images so banal that they
seem to be too empty to make any kind of statement. Also, I also liked the idea that a viewer has to do most of the work
and compensate for the saturated banality of the imagery."
For his contribution to the "What We Bought" exhibition, Piotr Uklański chose the portrait "Ioannes Paulus PP.II Karol
Wojtyla", a piece that features in a series of portrait photos in which Uklański appropriates certain "design" techniques. The
result is images that are reduced to a graphical symbol, as in advertising, and that thus drift off into the realm of the banal,
but in any case there is no immediate visual link to the portraitee: "My portraits are executed by finding a graphic solution, a
banal and pleasant image. Where the graphic sign has no symbolic meaning and its reading is confusing at best (...) All of
the subjects are made equal because they are reduced to a graphic sign. No sign is more important than the other. They
are all equally empty." (Cf. Piotr Uklański, in Camera Austria, No 89/2005)

Nicole Wermers
In her sculptural work, Nicole Wermers deals with aesthetic phenomena that have become part of our (western) cultural and
consumerist domestication in everyday life. Her works are not necessarily the result of going back to the immediately visible
object worlds of our designed-to-death environment, but rather refer to that designed surrounding that initially falls out of
the pattern of perception: "invisible" architectures and rudiments of everyday life that are taking up more and more space in
urban settings, for example security doors at the entrances and exits of department stores and other public buildings, ash
tray stands in hotel lobbies or bathing beaches, etc. With this manipulation Wermers focuses on these hidden architectural
elements, raising them to a status of autonomous "functionless" sculptures in a process of appropriation and rededication of
found forms. Her work should not be seen so much as a contribution to re-aestheticising everyday life, rather, by working
the material in sharp-edged, staged shifts, Nicole Wermers lends a strange hyperpresence of the real to the things and
objects found in the everyday world.

Manfred Willmann
In his "Chaosbilder" series, that he has been working on since 2003, Manfred Willmann explores the excesses of his own
consumer behaviour, that he makes the basis of this excerpt of his work. They are pictures of personal life-rubbish
accumulated in a lifetime. The things that Willmann documents in his photographic tableaux are things that once were or
appeared necessary in order to be productive with them, in order to turn them into something else (e.g. art), or even just to
organise management of one’s own life with them. The "Chaosbilder" not only tell of the loss of control and the attempt to
re-capture a situation by means of photography, they are above all an expression of history conserved in pictures awaiting
their systematisation, ordering or disposal in the archives of life. Willmann grants us an insight into his "work spaces": the
car boot in which he transports everything he needs for his own work or his studio and other "storerooms", in which he
accumulates work material (also for projects yet to be carried out). But these spaces do not tell of completed aesthetic
concepts, nor do they draw on the cliché of the productive artist, on the contrary: The pictures are an expression of being
overtaxed; situations that call for management, but situations that are also worthy of documentation, uncovering, as they
do, potential approaches to work. The series of "Chaosbilder" is thus another series in Manfred Willmann's oeuvre that is
set in the realm between concept and document.


